
Theatre Models Going to New Home 
  
 

North Lake WI – Models on Display 
  
 
Last year the Town Hall Library in North Lake was delighted to host the wonderful 
miniature theatre model collection created by Douglas F.  Sutter of Milwaukee. 
 
Sutter, the father of deceased patron Carole Merath, hand-built these theatres in 
the 1940s & 1950s.  Models are of famous theatres and feature removable roof, 
fronts, and side pieces that allow viewers to peek inside to see theatre seats, 
stages, lobbies and even bathrooms!  Although he added electric wiring to light 
them, we were not inclined to try out 70 year-old wiring!  Carole’s friend, Donna 
Rooney, rescued the models from the trash pile while helping clear her estate, and 
contacted the library about displaying them.  We happily said yes! 
 
When the pandemic hit and we went into shutdown, these models were “trapped” 
at our library, away from the eyes of the public, for over a year.  Carole’s son, Roy 
Merath Jr., couldn’t store them, neither could Donna, and neither could we, but we 
all knew we wanted them to go to a good home.  By luck, a patron, Martin Hughes, 
poked his head in the display room and saw them, recognizing their value 
immediately!  Martin is a retired Assistant Technical Director from the University of 
Illinois, Champaign, now working as stage manager at Sharon Lynne Wilson Center 
for the Arts.  He spoke to me (Stephanie Flessert) and we began to work together 
to find the models a proper place to go to permanently.  He put our photos of 
them on a special Facebook page, Archiving Technical Theater History, drawing 
interest from across the country and around the world!  
 
Martin, Donna, Roy and I all agreed that we wanted them to stay in the area, if 
possible.  Martin gave me contact information for the University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Theatre and Drama Dept., and they decided that they would take 
ownership of the 16 models.  These wonderful “works of art” will travel to their 
new venue at the end of April. 
 


